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Abstract: We numerically study photo-induced waveguides using a single Bessel beam in a9

photorefractive (PR) medium. Under self-focusing nonlinearity, we demonstrate the possibility for10

creating complex waveguiding structures with multiple inputs/outputs channels. The truncation11

of the incoming Bessel beam, the nonlinearity of the PR medium, the light intensity, the order12

and the size of the Bessel beam are the key parameters for achieving different configurations with13

high guiding efficiencies. As such not only classical X or Y couplers but also more complex14

structures can be generated with up to 7 identified inputs/outputs. These results provide large15

opportunities for all-optical interconnects.16

© 2021 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement17

1. Introduction18

Optical interconnects is an active branch of research for the optical community with several19

applications ranging from information storage, optical computing or future intelligent networks [1].20

Compared to the electrical interconnections, it offers advantages such as broad bandwidths,21

high-speed transmission, low cross-talk independent of data rates and high interconnect densities.22

For that, several technologies, including silicon waveguide crossings [2], optical fibers, photonic23

components, photonic integrated circuits have been proposed [3]. However, those classical24

optical systems necessarily work with high peak power, and they are usually bulky, passive, and25

not reconfigurable.26

In order to overcome the previous shortcomings, alternative approaches for creating recon-27

figurable complex waveguiding structures have been developed. One of the most widespread28

approach is based on photo-induced waveguides using either Kerr or Photorefractive effect to29

artificially design index structures inside a nonlinear material [4–6]. For example, a laser beam30

propagating in bias PR crystal may excite free charge carriers to create an internal electric field31

through drift and diffusion effects [7]. This so called space charge field induces through the32

Pockels effect a refractive index distribution in the medium. This latter permits the creation of33

reconfigurable waveguiding structures through the intensity distribution of the incoming light34

beam. Usually, self-trapping of classical Gaussian beams [4–6] are used for such a photo-induced35

inscription. More recently, unconventional beams for example with Airy profile became also a36

potential solution for the induction of complex waveguiding structures in nonlinear media. Under37

strong focusing nonlinearity, such a self-accelerating, diffraction-free, multi-lobes profile and38

their interactions can induce complex waveguiding structures offering multiple inputs/outputs39

channels [8–13].40

Among the unconventional beams family, Bessel, Mathieu, and Weber beams have been41

generated and studied [14]. In 2012, P.A.Sanchez-Serrano et al. developed a genetic algorithm to42

generate these beams [15]. In addition to the three types of unconventional beams above, they also43

generated more complex nondiffractive beams with this algorithm, such as an asymmetric Bessel44
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beam, cosine-like beams that bent periodically in a zigzag pattern and a spiral beam. Going back45

to the Bessel profile, it was first proposed by Durnin in 1987 [16] and has been studied most46

extensively, especially because of its nondiffracting characteristic [17]. Experimentally, the Bessel47

beam has to be truncated by a Gaussian term [18]. As such it propagates diffraction-free in a finite48

distance and has self-healing ability in free space [19,20]. Because of these properties, Bessel49

beams have been studied in several domains for example in free-space optical interconnects [21],50

for reconfigurable photo-induced networks [22], in light localization induced by Bessel photonic51

lattices [23] andmore generally for all-optical switching [24]. Moreover, it is worth noting that in a52

nonlinear medium, the propagation of Bessel beam exhibits a self-trapping and a breather-forming53

behavior under self-focusing conditions [25,26]. Thanks to the previous phenomena, F. Xin et al.54

demonstrated the possibility to photo-induce multiwaveguiding structures using several weakly55

diffracting Bessel beams in a quadratic nonlinear medium [27].56

In this paper, we numerically demonstrate that a single self-focusing Bessel beam propagating57

in a PR medium can induce complex waveguiding structures with multiple inputs and outputs.58

We show that these waveguides are reconfigurable by changing the system parameters such as the59

waist of the Gaussian envelop, the nonlinearity of the PR crystal, the power, the order, and the60

size of the Bessel beam. To test the efficiency of the photo-induced structures, we numerically61

propagate one or two Gaussian beams through the different waveguide inputs. We observe that the62

probe beams are guided linearly along the photo-induced trajectories and may split into multiple63

output gates. By comparing to previous works using Airy beams propagation [10, 12] and64

analyzing the energy guiding efficiency and the distance between the different outputs channels,65

we show more complex guiding configurations, addressing up to 7 outputs, with high guiding66

efficiency and a more important distance shift between the different outputs.67

2. Numerical Model68
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Fig. 1. (a) Scheme of principle for the injection of Bessel beams in a PR crystal (length
! = 1 2<). (b1) Normalized intensity distribution of a 1D-single zero-order Bessel
beam (G0 = 10 `<, l0 = 150 `<, �0 =

√
25) with linear propagation (Γ = 0) in the

PR crystal. (c1) Normalized intensity distribution of the 1D-single zero-order Bessel
beam (G0 = 10 `<, l0 = 150 `<, �0 =

√
25) with nonlinear propagation (Γ = 3) in

the PR crystal. (b2) and (c2) Transverse intensity profiles corresponding respectively to
(b1) and (c1).

The typical scheme of a Bessel beam propagating in a biased PR crystal is illustrated in [Fig.69

1(a)]. In the following, we consider only the case of a 1D-Bessel beam injection. The normalized70

profile of the incident Bessel beam electric field � is defined mathematically as:71



� (-, / = 0) = �0�= (-) exp(− -2

(l0 · :C )2
), (1)

where � is the Bessel function with = its related order, �0 is the maximum electric field72

amplitude of the Bessel beam, - = :CG = 2G/G0 is the normalized transverse coordinate with73

G0 the waist of the main lobe of the zero-order Bessel beam and :C the transverse wave number74

which is related to the beam size with the relation of G0 = 2/:C , / = I/!3 is the propagating75

length normalized by !3 = :G2
0/2, which is the Rayleigh length of the separated central lobe76

of the zero-order Bessel beam, : is the wave number [25], and l0 is the waist of the Gaussian77

truncated term. The equation describing the nonlinear propagation of the Bessel beam along the78

/-axis is given by:79

8m/� + m2
-� = Γ�0�, (2)

In this expression, Γ, =0 = 2.3, A4 5 5 represent respectively the nonlinearity strength, the80

linear refractive index, and the electro-optical coefficient of the PR crystal. Γ = :2

:2
C

=2
0A4 5 5 �4 and81

�0 = �B2/�4 is the normalized space charge field where �4 is the applied external electrical82

field and �B2 is the space charge field induced by the drift and diffusion effects in the crystal [7].83

The temporal evolution of this normalized space charge field is calculated by a relaxation-type84

dynamics given by85

gmC�0 + �0 = −
�

(1 + �) , (3)

where g = g0/(1 + �) is the relaxation time of the crystal, g0 is the characteristic response time of86

the PR crystal, and � = |� |2 is the normalized total intensity [28].87

3. Results and Discussion88

In the following, we simulated numerically Eq.(2) by the Fast Fourier TransformBeamPropagation89

Method (FFTBPM) similar to [10]. With this method, we solve in the real space the nonlinear90

guiding effect along the propagation direction (/) by using a classical beam propagation method,91

then the diffraction effects in the transverse directions (-) are solved in the Fourier space by92

using the fast Fourier transform. It is worth stressing that all the following results concern the93

stationary state in which the final caluclated total intensity remains fixed when time increases94

after a transient duration, pictures are therefore taken after a time loop duration equals to 20g.95

We first consider a zero-order Bessel beam with G0 = 10 `<, l0 = 150 `<, �0 =
√

25 (Γ = 0)96

propagating linearly in the PR crystal of length ! = 1 2<. Figures 1(b1), 1(b2) show respectively97

the intensity distribution and the transverse profiles of the Bessel beam on each side of the PR98

crystal [input side (blue line) and output side (red line)]. We observe the linear propagation and99

diffraction of this truncated Bessel beam at the output of the crystal with a diffraction length100

!� ≈ 5<<.101

Then we study the waveguiding structure achieved by the same Bessel beam propagating in102

the 1 2< PR crystal with a nonlinearity Γ = 3 in the (+z)-direction. Figures 1(c1), 1(c2) show the103

intensity distribution and the corresponding transverses profiles. The numbers (0, 1, 2, 3, 4) are104

respectively the positions corresponding to the main central lobe and the first four side lobes of105

the incoming Bessel beam. Under the Pockels effect, the Bessel beam is self-focused and the106

nonlinearity compensates its diffraction. Therefore, the corresponding refractive index change107

induces two well separated waveguide outputs at positions (1′, 3′) and two other less intense108

nearby outputs at positions (2′, 4′) at the crystal face I = ! [Figs. 1(c1) and 1(c2)].109

To analyze the guiding efficiency of this configuration, we consider the refractive index110

variation constant and fixed by keeping the final result of the normalized space charge field111

distribution �0 calculated by Eq.3. Then we inject Gaussian probe beams into different positions112
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Fig. 2. Test of the configuration shown in figure 1(c1) (G0 = 10 `<, l0 = 150 `<,
�0 =

√
25, Γ = 3). (a1), (b1), (c1) Normalized intensity distributions of the Gaussian

probe beams propagating linearly in the photo-induced waveguiding structure. (a2), (b2),
(c2) Inputs and outputs transverse profiles when the Gaussian probe beams propagate
respectively from 0 to (2′, 4′), 2′ to (0, 1, 2), and (2′, 4′) to (0, 1, 2, 3, 4).

with high refractive index changes and calculate their propagations under linear conditions.113

Figures 2(a1), 2(b1), 2(c1) show the propagating intensity patterns of the probe beams and figures114

2(a2), 2(b2), 2(c2) illustrate the corresponding inputs (blue line) at the front face of the crystal and115

outputs (red line) profiles at the back face. It is worth mentioning that only the outputs of more116

than 10% of the maximum input probe beam intensity are of interest for optical interconnects117

applications [29]. Thus, in the following, only outputs fulfilling this condition will be studied.118

As shown in [Figs. 2(a1) and 2(a2)], when we inject a Gaussian beam in the position 0, it119

linearly propagates in the (+z)-direction (as indicated by the white arrow). Two outputs with the120

same intensity peak are observed at (2′, 4′). The output profile in [Fig. 2(a2)] shows that the121

structure can guide 76% of the input energy (38% for each output of this "Y" coupler). This122

results is more efficient than the similar one presented in [10] induced by a single Airy beam.123

Moreover, compared to [10], the distance between two output positions is larger with Bessel124

beams ΔG ≈ 7.5G0 offering easiest solutions for addressing applications.125

We also decided to test the opposite situation where the Gaussian probe beam injected in126

2′ at I = ! propagates to (-z)-direction. Figures 2(b1), 2(b2) show that three outputs with127

peak intensities of 33%, 27%, 15% respectively at (0, 1, 2) can be addressed. Owing to the128

symmetrical structure of the induced configuration shown in [Fig.1(c1)], when the same probe129

beam is injected in 4′ instead of 2′, the same demultiplexing structure with three outputs at130

(0, 1, 2) is induced. We therefore proposed to inject simultaneously two incoherent Gaussian131

beams into the two symmetrical positions (2′, 4′). As shown in [Figs. 2(c1) and 2(c2)] the beams132

first gather then split into five outputs at (0, 1, 2, 3, 4). These results can be achieved because of133

the high refractive index structure induced by the intrinsic side lobes distribution of the Bessel134

beam.135

On this basis, to further specify the influence of the intrinsic side lobes, we discuss the136

influence of the Gaussian envelope parameter l0, which specifies the side lobes number and137

intensity of the incoming Bessel beam. Thus, we consider two zero-order Bessel beams with138

G0 = 10 `< (same characteristics as the incoming Bessel beam in [Fig. 1(c1) and 1(c2)]) but139

with respectively higher truncation (l0 = 50 `<) and weaker truncation (l0 = 250 `<) with140

Γ = 3 (same as in the previous configuration). Figures 3(a1), 3(a2) show the intensity distribution141
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Fig. 3. (a1) Normalized intensity distribution of the strong truncated zero-order Bessel
beam (G0 = 10 `<, l0 = 50 `<, �0 =

√
25) with nonlinear propagation (Γ = 3)

in the PR crystal.(a2) transverse profile of the Bessel beam corresponding to (a1).
(b1) Normalized intensity distribution of the little truncated zero-order Bessel beam
(G0 = 10 `<, l0 = 250 `<, �0 =

√
25) with nonlinear propagation (Γ = 3) in the PR

crystal.(b2) transverse profile of the Bessel beam corresponding to (b1).(c1) Normalized
intensity distribution of probe beam linearly propagating in the waveguide structure
induced by (b1). (c2) input and output profiles corresponding to (c1).

and transverse profiles achieved by the Bessel beam with l0 = 50 `<. As illustrated in [Fig.142

3(a2), input profile (blue line)], the highly truncated Bessel beam has only six side lobes, and143

each of them is less intense than that at the same position shown in [Fig. 1(c2), input profile144

(blue line)]. Consequently, comparing [Fig.3(a1) and 3(a2)] to [Fig.1(c1) and 1(c2)], for a highly145

truncated Bessel beam (l0 = 50 `<), although a high self-focusing arises under nonlinear146

conditions, the waveguiding structure presents fewer channels. Likewise, figures 3(b1), 3(b2)147

show the intensity distribution and the transverse profiles of the propagation of the Bessel beam148

with l0 = 250 `<. We add the numbers (5, 6) which are respectively the two symmetrical149

positions corresponding to the fourth side lobes on both sides of the central lobe. For this case,150

we do the same guiding test as that in [Fig.2 (c1)] and compare them. When we inject two151

Gaussian beams into the positions (2′, 4′) as shown in [Fig.3(c1)], two more outputs with more152

than 10% (≈ 12.8%) of the maximum input probe beam intensity are observed at (5, 6). The153

more intense side lobes can induce a higher refractive index variation in the writing process so154

that the corresponding waveguiding channels can transmit more energy. Thus, it is possible to155

obtain more guiding channels by using a less truncated Bessel beam. In conclusion, the above156

simulation and discussion about the truncation parameter demonstrate that varying l0 would be157

an efficient way to control the number of channels for the waveguiding structures.158

As our optical platform possess several control parameters, we now investigate the previous159

configurations for higher value of the nonlinearity. This parameter can be modified either by160

changing the nonlinear coefficient strength (Γ) either increasing the intensity of the incident161

Bessel beam (�0) or applying a higher external electric field �4. In what follows, we study the162

waveguiding structure by only increasing Γ up to 6 and �0 up to
√

36. Under these new conditions,163

figure 4(a1) shows a channel with a more intense refractive index change in the center. Comparing164

with the results in [Fig. 1(c1)], by increasing the nonlinear strength in the crystal, the stronger165

focusing effect induces a soliton-like configuration [Fig. 4(a1)], which localized the refractive166

index changes toward the center instead of splitting this latter into two branches like in [Fig.167

1(c1)]. We now inject a Gaussian beam in 0′ and transmit it towards (-z)-direction as indicated168

by the white arrow in [Fig. 4(b1)]. Interestingly, the probe beam splits now into three outputs169
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Fig. 4. Waveguiding structures induced by the zero-order Bessel beam in a PR crystal
with higher nonlinearity (G0 = 10 `<, l0 = 150 `<, �0 =

√
36, Γ = 6, ! = 1 2<). (a1)

Normalized intensity distribution. (a2) transverse profile of the Bessel beam in both side
of crystal. (b1) Normalized intensity distribution of probe beam linearly propagating
in the waveguide structure. (b2) input and output transverse profiles corresponding to
(b1).

of more than 25% of the total incoming intensity at (0, 1, 2) (corresponding positions of main170

lobe and the first two side lobes of the Bessel beam). Such a feature brings more possibilities of171

photo-induced waveguiding structures such as new optical interconnect schemes with one input172

and three outputs.173

So far, we demonstrated that our system based on a zero-order Bessel beam photo-induced174

waveguiding structures can be used and reconfigured as a Y coupler, a demultiplexer with one175

input and three outputs or a waveguide with two inputs and seven outputs. It is worth mentioning176

that our Bessel beam based platform yield more possibilities that cannot be achieved with one177

Gaussian beam. Nevertheless, similar demultiplexing structures with multiple outputs could be178

formed by spatial solitons only induced by multiple Gaussian beams [30].179

All the previous cases focused on a zero-order Bessel beam and the influence of the nonlinearity180

in the PR crystal on the induced waveguiding configurations. As presented in [31], the Bessel181

beam profile depends on the order of the Bessel function. It is worth noting that a higher order182

Bessel beam has a dark spot in the center and the size of this dark spot increases with the order183

number. We therefore decided to study the scenario where waveguiding structures are induced by184

higher order Bessel functions [a second-order Bessel beam (= = 2)]. In addition to the influence185

of the beam shape itself on the light-induced waveguiding structures, we study the impact of the186

beam size based on the second-order Bessel beam.187

We first inject a second-order Bessel beam (= = 2) with G0 = 11 `<(:C = 0.18 `<−1),188

l0 = 150 `<, �0 =
√

4 into a 1 2< PR crystal with Γ = 6. Figures 5(a1), 5(a2) show the intensity189

distribution and the profiles at both sides of the crystal. In [Fig. 5(a1)], we notice that no light is190

present in the center of the intensity distribution and the self-focusing lobes create a waveguiding191

structure with multiple parallel channels. To test this structure, we inject two incoherent Gaussian192

probe beams and transmit them to the (+z)-direction. Figures 5(b1), 5(b2) show the intensity193

distribution during the propagation of the probe beams and the normalized intensity profile of194

input and output probe beams. It shows that the probe beams gather and then split into two195

outputs on (1′, 3′) with identical peak intensity. This - coupler scheme can only be achieved by196

a high-order Bessel beam by taking advantage of its two lobes with identical intensity beside the197

dark spot in the center. Interestingly, when we inject the probe beams in (1′, 3′) and linearly198

transmit them to the other side of the crystal (direction indicated by the white arrow), the beams199
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Fig. 5. Waveguiding structures induced by a second-order Bessel beam function in
a biased PR crystal (G0 = 11 `<, :C = 0.18 `<−1, l0 = 150 `<, �0 =

√
4, Γ = 6,

! = 1 2<). (a1) Normalized intensity distribution, (a2) transverse profile of the
Bessel beam in both sides of crystal. (b1) Normalized intensity distribution of test
beam propagating from (1, 3) to (1′, 2′, 3′, 4′), (b2) corresponding input and output
profiles. (c1) Normalized intensity distribution of test beam propagating from (1′, 3′)
to (1, 2, 3, 4). (c2) Corresponding input and output profiles.

propagate differently. Figures 5(c1), 5(c2) plot the intensity distribution and corresponding beam200

profiles in this case. As shown, the probe beams first gather and evenly split into four outputs201

(1, 2, 3, 4) with the same intensity.202

Now, we focus on the waveguiding structures by varying the size of the incident second-order203

Bessel beam, thus indirectly changing the diffraction length of the Bessel beam. As mentioned204

in [32], the Bessel beam can be decomposed by a set of planes waves propagating on a cone. The205

opening angle of this cone, which defines the size of the Bessel beam center core, is related to206

the ratio of the transverse wave number to the longitudinal wave number. Thus, the Bessel beam207

size can be changed by only varying the transverse wave number :C as we defined the relation208

G0 = 2/:C in the previous section referring to the numerical model. Figures 6(a1), 6(a2) show the209

induced waveguiding structure and the corresponding profiles in the case of :C = 0.15 `<−1.210

Comparing the incident Bessel beam profile (blue line) in [Fig. 6(a2)] to that shown in [Fig.211

5(a2)], we see that the lobes next to G = 0 in [Figs. 6(a1) and 6(a2)] are farther apart [the distance212

between two principal lobes in [Fig. 6(a2)] (41 `<) is about 7 `< larger than that in [Fig. 5(a2)]213

(33.4 `<)], and the waist of these lobes is larger [the waist of the principal lobe in [Fig.6(a2)]214

(11.5 `<) is about 2.5 `< larger than that in [Fig.5(a2)] (9 `<)]. Because of the diffraction215

which becomes smaller for higher beam waist, we can observe in [Figs. 6(a1) and 6(a2)] that216

the waveguiding structure has shifted to the right compared to [Fig. 5 (a2)] and three output217

gates are now addressable on the output side of the crystal. Similarly to [Fig. 5(b1) and 5(b2)],218

we inject two Gaussian beams in the left side of the crystal in channels (1, 3) to (0′, 1′, 2′). As219

illustrated in [Figs. 6 (b1) and 6(b2)], we are able to guide two probe beams into three outputs220

with similar high intensities. Finally, if we inject the Gaussian beams in (1′, 2′) and guide them221

to the (-z)-direction, the beams split into four outputs located on (1, 2, 3, 4) as shown in [Figs.222

6(c1) and 6(c2)]. Note that those located on (1, 3) have more intensities than those shown in [Fig.223

5(c2)] due to the greater injection distance between two probe beams. This can be explained by224

less energy losses when two more separated probe beams split directly without any interaction225

during their propagation.226
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Fig. 6. Waveguiding structures induced by the second-order Bessel beam with
G0 = 13.5`<(:C = 0.15`<−1) in a biased PR crystal (l0 = 150 `<, �0 =

√
4, Γ = 6,

! = 12<). (a1) Normalized intensity distribution. (a2) Corresponding transverse
profile of the Bessel beam in both sides of the crystal. (b1), (b2) Normalized intensity
distributions and input/output profiles of Gaussian probe beams propagating from (1, 3)
to (0′, 1′, 2′). (c1), (c2) Normalized intensity distributions and input/output profiles of
Gaussian probe beams propagating from (1′, 2′) to (1, 2, 3, 4).

4. Conclusion227

In conclusion, we have analyzed numerically the optical waveguide configurations formed by228

a single Bessel beam in a PR medium and analyzed their guiding features. We demonstrate229

that these photo-induced waveguiding structures can be used and reconfigured as a Y coupler, a230

demultiplexer with one input and three outputs or a multiple-coupler with two inputs and seven231

outputs. Those multiple inputs and outputs have better coupling efficiency than those created232

by several Gaussians [4, 30] or a single Airy beam [10]. For example, the Y-coupler with one233

input and two outputs induced by the single zero-order Bessel beam presents a guiding efficiency234

of 76% of the total intensity compared to 50% of that induced by the single Airy beam [10].235

Moreover, by changing the parameters, such as the waist of the Gaussian envelop, the nonlinearity236

in the crystal (via the input beam intensity or the external applied electric field), the incident237

Bessel beam’s order, and the size parameter, we can control the number of active channels and238

consequently enlarge the optical interconnects possibilities. Under higher self-trapping effect,239

zero-order Bessel beam induces soliton-like configuration so that it can be used as one input to240

three outputs components. For a second-order Bessel beam, thanks to its profile without any241

bright lobe in the center, an efficient symmetrical complex waveguiding structure with two inputs242

and four outputs can be photo-induced. Finally, in a more general situation where most of the243

experiments are in 2+1D, it is worth noting that the Bessel beam involves a two-dimensional244

profile in the transverse (x,y) plane and that the anisotropic response of the nonlinear medium245

through drift and diffusion effects should be taken into account in the generation of the space246

charge field [33, 34]. Regardless, as mentioned in [28, 35], the same model could be used for247

phenomenological predictions in a 2+1D configuration. Our numerical simulations motivate248

therefore future experimental investigations for optical interconnects in all-optical communication249

and information processing applications.250
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